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ARTIST: Kai-Oi Jay Yung
T I T L E : R a v e Joy M o b i l e
Outline of Unrealised Potential
A sound proofed enclosed box, mirrored on outside, pitch-black interior lit by 100 flashing neon LEDS, fitted with
strawberry smoke nebuliser, fan and ventilation shaft to sit in the gallery. To be installed with state of the art sound
system, digitally linked to the artist who will feed a live soundscape into the Rave Joy Mobile.
Only one member of public enters at a time, the experience will last approximately 90 minutes.
The artist will feed a set of live instructions/spoken word dialogue for the Raver to undertake during his/her time in
the Rave Joy Mobile. The instructions will intersperse and overlay a live track compiled and composed of various
audio genres and sources; from classical music to ambient, dubstep and film footage excerpts. This will be an
organic feed from Kai-Oi Jay Yung and responsive to exchange with the Raver during his/her time in the Rave Joy
Mobile.
Raver can respond directly to the words of the artist through the Mobile’s in-built mic. The nature of the instructions
and dialogue will be confidential between Raver and the artist.
The floor of the Rave Joy Mobile is installed with a moving speed belt that will vary pace according to the
exchanges and track pace. The walls will be padded and the participant will be provided with loose fitted clothing,
such as a vest, shorts and protection pads. There will be a camcorder fixed inside the Rave Joy Mobile, the Raver
can request for his Rave to be recorded to take away at the end of the experience.
The Rave Joy Mobile is on wheels. As soon as the Raver enters the Rave Joy Mobile, it is rolled out of the gallery
into a van that transports the Raver and Mobile to Formby/nearby beach. The Raver will not be released until the
journey is completed from the Rave Joy Mobile into the sand dunes.
The Rave Joy Mobile fits one; its dimensions are 2.5 metres height x 1.1 metre width x 1.1 metre length.
There will be 6 Raves daily. For each return journey, a tree will be planted.
The Raver makes his own way back from the beach.
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